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BACKGROUND

Haymarket is Scotland’s fourth busiest train station. Ten million passengers are forecast to be 

using the transport hub each year by 2030. Previous to the redevelopment there was with a 

shortage of pavement space for pedestrians and the lack of access from Distillery Lane to the 

station’s south being the main complaints about the redesign. The £25million investment was 

to be the biggest in its 170-year history, to transform it into a major transport interchange.
 

A new design was required to help with the pedestrian flow, allowing the station to accommodate 

big crowds without disrupting the normal service.
 

It was also necessary to provide an important train-tram link, with the expansion also coping 

with passenger growth expected to be fueled by new electric trains in 2017 later – providing 

more services and cutting Edinburgh to Glasgow journey times from 50 to 35 minutes.
 

This project involved the refurbishment of an existing 1842 Grade A listed station building 

which our team carefully cladd to complement the original structure and the façade.
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THE SOLUTION

Curtis Moore was contracted by Morgan Sindell on behalf of the 

Network Rail development programme to carry out the roofing, 

cladding and façade works at Haymarket within an 18-month 

duration. Throughout this time our operatives worked both day 

and nightshift operations to complete the project ahead of time.
 

The state-of-the-art facility has tripled the concourse floorspace 

to 8700 square metres, having been designed to cater for a 

predicted 125 per cent increase in passenger numbers over the 

next 15 years.

Being an approved rail contractor, holding Achilles Link Up 

accreditation greatly assisted in the smooth and e�cient execution

of our works.  To allow the continuous operation of the station,

the majority of our works were completed under isolation and 

possession of the rail line during nightshift periods of work.

This added to the complexity of the project, only a�ording our 

installers a two to four hour window of opportunity to install the 

cladding system unser artificial lght during these nightshift periods.
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Extending the original complex while trying to not 

to disrupt the thousands of passengers passing 

through the doors every day was a challenge. But 

the team of contractors behind the project managed 

to do just that – whilst completing the contract ahead 

of schedule.

The scope of works carried out included:

• SFS Framing and structural infill’s to vertical walls

• Granite Rainscreen

• Zinc cladding

• Built up single ply roofing

• Built up standing seam roofing

• Canopy roofing and so�t cladding

• Cassette panel platform panels

CASE STUDY
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CONTRACT DETAILS

Client:   Network Rail

Architect:  IDP

Main Contractor:  Mogan Sindall

Location:   Edinburgh

Products:   Granite Rainscreen

   Zinc Cladding

   Kingspan SFS

   Protan Membrane

   Euroclad SF500 Roofing

Value:   £2.2m

Completed:   May 2014
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